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3
Exploring How and Why Women Become
Involved in Relationships with Incarcerated Men
Chapter 1 - Introduction
The concept for this research project originated when in the 1990s there were
local news stories concern ing Oscar Ray Bolin, a serial killer who was being tried in
Florida for the murders of women in Hillsborough and Pasco counties. His lawyer's wife
met him, fell in love with him, and married him in a death row wedding ceremony. This
case brought about questions such as: Why do women get involved with killers? How
do they rationalize these types of relationships? Do they consider their relationships
with inmates to be normal? How are these women different from women who are not
involved in relationships with men who are incarcerated? Newspapers and television
programs reported that many people had the same questions. While conducting
research for this project, it was established that many people do not approve of
relationships between a woman and a prison inmate and do not consider these to be
normal relationships. As well, evidence was found that some women who are involved
with prison inmates may have emotional and psychological issues that could make them
qualitatively different from women who are not involved with incarcerated men.
To answer the questions, research was located to find that the women involved
with prison inmates do not feel that these relationships are improper. In fact, they feel
that these are truly honest, loving men and that they have found their soul mate. Also,
most of these women seem like normal, hard working and upstanding members of
society, but the research proved otherwise. Literature located provided more proof that
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these women have undergone some misfortunes in their lives which could cause them
to develop maladaptive love styles that may lead them into these ill-conceived
relationships. In order to better explain why women become involved with prison
inmates, it had to be established how they became involved in these relationships.
There is many ways for these prison relationships to occur.
This research project addresses both how and why women become involved in
relationships with incarcerated men. This topic merits further study as it is a serious
phenomenon that profoundly affects not only the woman's life, but the lives of her
family, friends and even neighbors. This topic is also important to study as it is the
subject of political debate regarding prison policies and reform, as well as the subject of
lawsuits against prison systems. Therefore, finding answers as to how and why women
become involved with prison inmates could help the general public understand what
many people consider to be inappropriate relationships.
The first goal of this project is to establish how women become involved in
relationships with incarcerated men. Traditional ways for women to meet inmates is
either through friends, family members, while they are on the job as counselors or
corrections officers, through their lawyers or sitting on juries. While women still do meet
inmates through the more traditional methods, the internet revolution has caused
internet prison pen pal websites to become a more popular means of meeting men in
prison. In that regard , these internet websites will be investigated in depth along with
the rules of the Florida Department of Corrections on visitation and marriages. Further,
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the laws of the State of Florida on inmate visitation Will be analyzed as well as some of
the lawsuits that have come about because of these laws.
The second goal of this project is to determine why women pursue relationships
with incarcerated men and to explore whether these relationships can be considered
normal, loving relationships or maladaptive relationships. In that regard, the psychology
of love was examined and the women's backgrounds, childhood and upbringing were
studied to explain why they are drawn to maladaptive relationships. Case studies were
applied to provide examples of women who suffered abuse and became involved with
prison inmates.
As to how and why women become involved with prison inmates, this project
provides research and possible answers to both questions. As this research project will
show, how the women become involved in relationships with incarcerated men is not a
novel occurrence. The more puzzling question is why do women become involved in
relationships with incarcerated men. The major quandary for this project was that no
scientific studies could be located on the topic. Therefore, two theories have been
pursued for this project. One theory is that these women may suffer from some type of
paraphilia or abnormal sexual preference. Another theory is that women become
involved in relationships with prison inmates because they have acquired maladaptive
loves styles due to previous childhood maltreatment and abusive adult relationships.
These theories only provide possible rationale as to why women become involved in
what some people consider to be deviant relationships with men in prison. Scientific
studies on this topic could possibly provide corroboration for these theories.
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SECTION I -HOW WOMEN BECOME INVOLVED
IN RELATIONSHIPS WITH INCARCERATED MEN
Chapter 2 -Ways of Meeting Men Who are Incarcerated
Typical Ways to Meet Inmates
There is a generally accepted concept that the majority of women who are
involved with or married to prison inmates, were involved with them before the man was
incarcerated (Girshick, 1996). However, it was found that there are women who are the
exception to this rule . Some of these women want to meet men in prison and form
relationships as they consider it an "alternative social setting." (Fishman, 1990, p. 27).
Some women look for love in all the wrong places and actively seek out relationships
with criminals who are in prison (Isenberg, 2000). Therefore, the goal of the first section
of this project is consider how women become involved with men who are already in
correctional institutions, concentrating on those inmates who are either serving life
sentences or are on death row.
There are many ways for women to meet inmates. Most of the research located
for this study to date involves how women get involved with male inmates. However, in
contrast, there are many men who become involved with female inmates in the same
manner as women meet male inmates (Brammer, 1998; Coane & Braverman , 2003).
The most common way or traditional way for women to meet inmates, before the
internet, is through personal ads (Isenberg, 2000). There are magazines and
newspapers that carry personal ads for inmates who ask people to write to them
because they are lonely. "Death row inmate seeks pen pal ," is an example of that type
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of ad (Wakefield, 2000, p. 17). One such newspaper is The Nation, which is a weekly
political magazine published in New York, New York (Isenberg, 2000). There is also an
internet version of The Nation (www.thenation.com, 2003). No statistics could be
located to determine the percentage of women who meet men through printed ads
versus internet pen pal websites.
Some women meet men through well meaning family or friends who feel they
could have a good time and benefit from meeting an inmate (Isenberg, 2000). One
woman met her future husband through her 15 year-old daughter who had been writing
to an inmate. Her mother decided to take her daughter to meet that inmate. While on
their visit at the prison, the mother met the inmate's friend , they began corresponding,
and "one thing led to another." (Fishman, 1990, p. 28) .
Other women have met men in prison as a result of their political beliefs. These
women are human rights and prison reform activists who meet inmates through their
work with organizations such as the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP). One woman met her inmate lover when she went to set up a
prison chapter of the NAACP. She did not go to the prison looking for love, but she kept
seeing him at the prison meetings, they began corresponding and then she started
visiting him on a regular basis (Isenberg, 2000).
Some women are volunteers for church ministries who go to the correctional
facilities to counsel inmates, preach the gospel and end up meeting their mate
(Linedecker, 1993). There are organizations such as the Prison Fellowship which is a
Christian group that encourages people to become pen pals with inmates
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(www.pfm.org, 2004 ). There is also Florida Prison Ministries which has a "manual"
regarding its pen pal program featuring "do's" and "don'ts" on how to communicate with
inmates (www.floridaprisonministries.org). These church groups encourage letter
writing to lonely inmates. One woman, who was working with a church group, met an
inmate who had no visitors. They corresponded for 13 years until they became friends
and then became romantically involved (Isenberg, 2000).
Another woman was a court appointed attorney who defended her career
criminal lover in a murder trial. While she was having him transported to his
psychologist's office, she brought guns along to get rid of the prison guards so that she
and her inmate lover could escape. They were on the run for four months before they
were caught. She was charged with aggravated kidnapping and armed robbery. Some
people suggested that she suffered from Stockholm Syndrome and was psychologically
hypnotized by him. Her defense was temporary insanity. This attorney was
subsequently disbarred and served two years in prison (Isenberg, 2000).
There are many more circumstances under which women meet the incarcerated
man with whom they develop a relationship. These circumstances include a college
professor who corresponded with an inmate (Girshick, 1996), women who serve on
juries and either help convict or exonerate their inmate lovers (Linedecker, 1993;
Isenberg, 2000), journalists who write about and expose prison scandals (Coane &
Braverman, 2003), famous authors writing magazine articles (Linedecker, 1993), and
even a prison warden's wife who read the Bible to inmates (Isenberg, 2000; Origins,
2004 ). Additional circumstances for meeting inmates are for women who are mental
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health counselors working in a prison, photographers on assignment at a prison, prison
nurses (Isenberg, 2000) and correctional officers (Keeney v. Heath, 1995). These
stories provide proof that these types of relationships are not an extraordinary
phenomenon.
Meeting Inmates Through the Internet

While the above methods are still in use, the most popular and innovative way to
meet inmates in the modern computer era is on the internet. Internet prison pen pal pay
services began in the United States in the late 1990s to offer lonely inmates a link to
potential soul mates who would be willing to take a chance on a convict (Levesque,
1998). For this research project, four internet inmate pen pal websites were chosen.
The websites are: Cell Pals (www.cellpals. com); Pampered Prisoner
(www.thepamperprisoner.com); Surviving the System (www.survivingthesystem.com);
and Friends Beyond the Wall (www. friends beyondthewall. com). These websites were
chosen at random as a representative example of internet prison pen pal websites.
This project explores the number of prisoners with personal ads on the websites,
the rules of the websites and information on the creators of websites. Each of these
websites carries ads for inmates from every state in the union, Canada and other
countries in the world. However, for purposes of this study, only inmates with ads who
resided in the State of Florida and who are on death row or serving life sentences were
reviewed. The research areas were narrowed down in order to simplify this project.
Each website features the rules, costs and ways of subscribing to their service.
A table of comparison of prison pen pal websites is attached in Appendix A, Table 1. A
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table listing the characteristics of the male inmates who reside in Florida correctional
facilities and who use the above-referenced internet prison pen pal websites is attached
in Appendix A, Table 2. Each website also posts a disclaimer in order to avoid legal
liability. Examples of the above-referenced websites' disclaimers are attached as
Appendix B.
There are also many other internet websites that feature ads for male prison pen
pals. The list, which is by no means exhaustive, was located by a Google search
(www.google.com) and is attached as Appendix C. These websites feature ads for
!

~

inmates who are gay; different ethnic groups, death row inmates and many more
categories. In addition to the personal ads sections, the websites also feature sections
for art galleries, poetry and writing sections, items for sale by inmates, gift ideas for
inmates, tips on writing to prison inmates, success stories, solicitations for sponsors or
donations, books for inmate programs and other links to aid inmates in their search for
justice.
The first website examined was Cell Palls. This website is based in
Montgomery, Texas. The website is maintained and was created by a woman named
Priscilla in 1999. She is a former corrections officer with a bachelor-of-arts degree in
criminal justice and minored in psychology. Priscilla stated that the website has had
over 2 million visitors and has participation of offenders, families of offenders and the
general public from the United States and many other countries. She created this
prison pen pal organization to aid inmates in finding positive influences and healthy pen
pal relationships during incarceration. She believes that this will lower recid ivism rates
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and after release an inmate will become an active, positive member of society (Priscilla,
personal communication, September 19, 2003).
As of October 27, 2003, Cell Pals decided to remove the ads of all death row
inmates pursuant to Florida Administrative Code 33-210.101 (8) which states:
Inmates shall not use correspondence privileges to solicit or otherwise
commercially advertise for money, goods or services. For the purposes of this
rule this includes advertising for pen-pals; inmates are not prohibited from
corresponding with pen pals, but shall not place ads soliciting pen pals. Inmates
are prohibited from receiving correspondence or materials from persons or
groups marketing advertising services, or from subscribing to advertising
services. Inmates who post ads or have ads posted with the assistance of

another person shall be subject to disciplinary action.
(Fla. Admin. Code 33-210.101 (8), 2003).
This rule implies that inmates who post personal ads on websites are subject to
disciplinary action by the State of Florida, however, it is not clear what the disciplinary
action entails.
One of the inmates who placed an ad on Cell Pals is John Barry. He is serving a
life sentence at Florida State Prison in Starke, Florida. His ad states:
BABES! BABES! BABES! If you are intelligent, articulate and comfortable
discussing a vast array of topics .... Write me! I'm handsome, young 33 year
old male, with dirty blond hair, blue eyes and an outgoing personality. Interested
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in corresponding with nice pen pals for friendship or more. If you got the ink, I've
got the time. I'm looking forward to hearing from you.
(www.cellpals.com, 2003 and 2004 ).
In reality, Mr. Barry has nine aliases and his prison history begins in 1985 for
aggravated assault and resisting arrest with violence through 1998 for aggravated
battery on a law enforcement officer with intent to kill and 14 other charges in between
(www.dc.state.fl.us, 2004 ).
The second website examined was The Pampered Prisoner. This website is
based in Portland, Oregon and Calgary, Alberta, Canada. It was created in April, 2001,
and is run and managed by a small group of volunteers, one of whom is Kathy Olson,
who handles the website and emails. The Pampered Prisoner website also includes
"Tips for Writing to Inmates" such as writing to an inmate is a commitment, use a post
office box instead of your home address, honesty is important and writing to an inmate
can be a wonderful feeling.
An example of one of the ads on the Pampered Prisoner is for Ray Johnston.
His ad reads, in part: "I am looking to meet someone who is interested in developing a
personal relationship with me and who is willing to help me personally, financially and
legally. Some very special relationships have formed with me on death row. " Ray also
has a legal ad which states, in part: "I was convicted and sentenced to death for a
crime I did not do. There was no physical, forensic or scientific evidence to support my
guilt. .. " (www.thepamperedprisoner.com, 2004). His criminal history runs from 1973
for robbery with a deadly weapon and many other charges to two counts of first degree
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murder in February and August of 1997 for which he received two death sentences
(www.dc.state.fl.us, 2_Q04 ).
The Pampered Prisoner website does not display a statement regarding Florida
Administrative Code 33-210.101 (8). However, there is a unique feature on The
Pampered Prisoner website that is a section for "Wedding Bells! Love Stories and Ad
Removals." This section lists testimonials from inmates that have asked to have their
ads removed because they have met a woman. The most notable success stories are
for Tony Cardello and Giovanni Vega. Tony is serving 5 to 15 years in a Florida
correctional institution for grand theft, possession of cocaine and manslaughter. His
success story states: "Thanks to you I have gotten serious with a very special woman I
met thanks to your web site!" Giovanni Vega is in a Florida correctional institution for
possession of marijuana, aggravated child abuse and first degree murder for which he
is serving a life sentence. His success story reads : "I would like for you to take my ad
off the internet as soon as possible. I have found someone special and won't be
needing to look anymore." As of November, 2004, the website declared that 149 ads
were removed from the website due to an inmate finding his love (www.thepampered
prisoner.com, 2003).
The third website examined was Surviving the System ("STS"). This website
was founded in 2001 and is directed by Traci W. Lister in Ridgeland, Mississippi and cofounded by Tracy's father, Tom Watkins, in Nevada. There are many volunteers and
staff writers who hale from all over the country who are listed on this website and who
write inspirational stories for the website. On STS there is no statement regarding
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removal of some of the ads due to Florida Administrative Code 33-210.101 (8) and there
are no success stories listed.
STS does not list tHe cost to place a personal ad in the same manner as the
other websites studied. However, it does encourage donations (which is listed in
Appendix A, Table 1) as "STS is a 501 (C)3 non-profit organization. Your donations are
tax deductible. Thank you for your support." The website is also supported by
memberships they sell on behalf of a STS member (assuming this is an inmate). To
add an inmate to Surviving the System, there is a 16 page application that anyone can
mail to the inmate to fill out and return (www.survivingthesystem.com, 2003).
An example of an ad on STS is for Gary Ray Bowles: "Hello! My name is Gary
Ray Bowles, and I'm now on Florida's death row. . . I'm looking for some new friends,
and I hope that by telling my story I'll be able to help someone else. I spend my days
writing poetry, reading , drawing, and listening to my walkman radio. It's really very
boring and lonely. I promise to answer all who write. " (www.survivingthesystem.com,
2004 ). Gary has seven aliases and his criminal record runs from sexual battery in 1982
to three separate counts of first degree murder in 1994 (www.dc.state.fl.us, 2004).
The last website examined was Friends Beyond the Wall. It was established in
1999 by "families and friends of prisoners and ex-offenders" and is based in Briarcliff
Manor, New York. The website features links to Prison Links and Prison Talk Online,
which is a support group and email forum for friends and families of inmates. In addition
to the personal ads, the website also features an Artist Showcase Gallery, Writer's
Corner, legal information and sells wholesale greeting cards. "Friends Beyond the Wall
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offers the highest quality prisoner-related products and services in the country." This
website displays no statement regarding Florida Administrative Code 33-210.101 (8) and
has no success stories listed (www.friendsbeyondthewall.com, 2003).
An example of a personal ad on Friends Beyond the Wall is one for Michael
Coleman:
Big & Sweet. Do you have time to touch my heart? I won't try to engage you in
head games or falseness, as I'm looking for true friendship and that special mate.
I'm fighting for my life on Florida's Death Row and know this isn't the ideal
situation to meet people, but I'm an honest straight forward person who's lonely
for love and friendship . So let's take a chance and see where things lead, as I'm
open to personal visits or just writing each other.
(www.friendsbeyondthewall.com, 2004). Michael's criminal record runs from felony
kidnapping in 1978 to two counts of first degree murder (www.dc.state.fl.us, 2004 ).
The above researched websites shared some characteristics. One is that they
did not include the inmates' criminal history. The inmates' criminal history was located
on the Florida Department of Corrections website (www.dc.state.fl.us, 2004 ). Also, the
inmates have no direct access to the internet. The above internet websites print the
emails and send them by U.S . Mail to the inmates. The inmates can respond to the
emails by U.S. mail. As well, some of the inmates have ads on more than one of these
websites. Finally, the creators of these websites insist that they are not dating services
for inmates (www.cellpals.com, 2003 & 2004; www.thepamperedprisoner.com, 2003 &
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2004

; www.survivingthesystem.com, 2003 & 2004; www.friendsbeyondthewall.com;

2003 & 2004).
There have been many articles in the news regarding the controversy over
internet pen pal websites. As noted above, Florida currently has a law that punishes
inmates for having ads on the internet. A state representative in Michigan is moving to
draft a bill similar to the law in Florida (Gumbrecht, 2003). There was a law in Arizona
that was constructed when a murder victim's family came across a prison advocacy
website that posted information about their family member's murderer. The family
became so outraged that they persuaded the Arizona legislature to pass a law
preventing inmates from posting internet ads. However, the American Civil Liberties
Union took on the case and in December 2002, a federal judge overturned the law citing
irreparable harm to the First Amendment right to free speech (Vanderpool, 2002).
There is also a possibility of the inmates including fraudulent information in their
ads. Many of the ads contain pictures of muscular, bare-chested men who are
handsome and appealing. However, a look at their pictures on the Florida Department
of Corrections' website display current pictures of the inmates that are not as appealing
as the pictures posted on the website. As well, even the website operators caution web
surfers that they are not responsible for the accuracy of inmates' ads. A Florida
Department of Corrections spokesperson, Debbie Buchanan, states that: "We strongly
discourage people from trying to find prison pen pals. Some people are just too
trusting." She goes on to say that they pray on the na'ive and often scam people to
send them money to fight their appeals (Levesque, 1998).
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In summary, the process of women meeting prison inmates is not a novel or
difficult task. Women who have met their prison pen pals have done so in a variety of
ways which may be considered more traditional. Other women are now meeting prison
inmates in a more innovative fashion over the internet. Initially, some of the women
begin their liaisons by corresponding with the inmate. However, regardless of how the
couples met, in order to advance their connection with the inmate, these women want to
visit their new found love in prison. The next chapter will address the rules and laws
regarding communicating with an inmate, visitation and marriage and how the rules and
laws affect both the inmates and their visitors.
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Chapter 3 -Communication, Visitation ·and
Department of Corrections Policies
communication with an Inmate
When a woman and an inmate meet, they usually begin communicating through
the mail by writing letters. The couples can pour out their emotions, dreams and
religious beliefs in letters to each other. Some women are impressed by an inmate's
way of expressing himself and his love of God (Wakefield, 2000). Letter writing may be
difficult as some inmates are illiterate (Carlson & Cervara, 1992). Also, since the
inmates have few financial resources, the women have to send them stamps so they
can send out their letters (Girshick, 1996).
Inmates are allowed to receive correspondence through the U.S. Postal Service
only. Anything sent by other types of delivery services will be refused by the
Department of Corrections. All routine mail received at a prison is opened , examined
and read . There are also rules on the type (greeting cards, postcards, etc.), the size
and the content of the mail received (www.dc.state.fl.us, 2004)
Communication with an inmate is also done by telephone. The inmate can call
collect to his significant other but, the length of the calls are regulated and monitored
and can become expensive (Carlson & Cervera, 1992). Some couples state that talking
on the telephone reinforced their commitment to one another and it made the waiting
worthwhile. For the men, telephone calls are their main source of contact with the
outside world (Fishman, 1990). As for death row inmates, the can only cor:nmunicate by
writing letters as they do not have phone privileges (Wakefield, 2000).
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VIsitation with an Inmate

When an inmate/outsider couple becomes involved romantically through

correspondence, the next logical step is for the woman to visit the man while he is in
prison. Visitation at any correctional institution is not an easy task. Many of the women
have to travel for long distances crossing state lines to visit their loved ones in prison.
Visiting does cause security problems for the prison and requires regulation. Each
facility has its own rules on the processing of visitors depending on the level of security.
Each facility regulates the types of visits (contact or non-contact), number and duration
of visits allowed and who may visit. The facilities can also suspend visiting privileges if
the inmate or visitor violates any regulation (Silverman, 2001 ). If contact is allowed for
death row inmates, it is limited to one hug and one kiss so that they are not able to pass
contraband from their hands or mouth {Wakefield , 2000).
The rules and regulations for visitation of an inmate in the State of Florida are
governed by Florida Statute§ 944.8031:
Inmate's family visitation; legislative intent; minimum services provided to
visitors; budget requests. (1) The Legislature finds that maintaining an
inmate's family and community relationships through enhancing visitor
services and programs and increasing the frequency and quality of the
visits is an underutilized correctional resource that can improve an
inmate's behavior in the correctional facility and, upon an inmate's release
from a correctional facility, will help to reduce recidivism .
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(2) The department shall provide, at a minimum, the following services at
designated visiting areas for approved visitors in state correctional
facilities;
(a) Information relating to applicable visiting regulations, dress codes, and
visiting procedures.
(b) A sheltered area, outside the security perimeter, for visitors waiting
before and after visiting inmates.
(c) Food services with food choices which are nutritious and acceptable
for children and youth visitors.
(d) Minimal equipment and supplies which assist staff and visitors in
managing and occupying the time and meeting the needs of children and
youth visitors.
(3) Upon determining any deficiencies and barriers to the effective and
efficient operation of the department's visitation program and services, the
secretary shall submit annual budget requests identifying capital
improvements, staffing, and programmatic needs necessary to improve
the quality and frequency of family visits and the visitation program and
services.
Also regulating inmate visitation in Florida is Florida Administrative Code 33601 .701 'Visiting- Authority of the Secretary." Some of the points included in this
section are: scheduled visiting days are between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday; definitions of classifications of visitors and types of visits; check in
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procedures for visitors; visitor attire; visitor searches and visitor conduct, to name just a

tew (Fla. Admin.

Code 601.701, 2003).

According to the Florida Department of Corrections' website, some of the main
issues addressed in the "Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Visitation" section are
that the visitor has to fill out visitation application forms. Once submitted it takes
approximately 30 days to process a visitation application. The application also states
that a person could be disqualified from visitation for having a criminal history and lying
on the application. The application also addresses what visitors are allowed to bring
with them and the rules regarding bringing children to visit. The website states that
visitation is not a right, it is a privilege pursuant to Florida Administrative Code 33601.712-732 (www.dc.state.fl.us, 2003).
Prison visitation is usually a frustrating and unsatisfactory situation. The prisons
are usually far away, the visits are brief, infrequent and lack privacy. A study showed
that visitation between a wife and an inmate decreases after the second year of the
relationship because the wife devotes a substantial amount of her time, money and
energy to come to visit the inmate. The inmate is not an equal participant in visitation
as he is unable to reciprocate as much time and money as the wife contributes (Carlson

& Cervera, 1992). Further, many of the women found that the guards treated them
badly and they felt stigmatized because of their association with an inmate. However,
visitation is important to inmates as it helps them survive psychologically and they feel
confident because their family cares about them. Families nurture and provide a source
of morale to the inmates so they feel secure. Visitation is also important to the family
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members of inmates as they need time to discuss family business and finances
(Sturges, 2002}.
After a period of visitation, a couple may wish to get married. Depending on the
level of security at the prison, contact visits may or may not be permitted. If contact is
authorized, weddings take place in prison waiting rooms, tiny offices and chapels. In
maximum security prisons such as in Colorado, the inmates can only marry by proxy
unless the woman is pregnant (Isenberg, 2000). At the Union Correctional Facility in
Raiford, Florida, the Chaplain stated that couples have to follow strict procedures in
order to get married. First, the couple has to apply for a wedding with the warden of the
facility. The procedure is the same for all inmates unless they are in disciplinary
confinement, in which case they cannot get married. The couple then has to go through
a background check and psychological evaluation. Once they have been approved,
they can set a date. At Raiford, the weddings take place in the prison chapel or if the
inmate is on death row it takes place in the visitation room. As many as six immediate
family members are allowed to attend if the family members are on the inmate's
approved visitation list. No other inmates are permitted to attend. If no family members
attend, the chaplaincy employees attend as witnesses. The Chaplain stated that the
weddings are very low key- no flowers, no wedding dresses. The entire event from
application to wedding takes approximately three months (C. Clyatt, personal
communication, June 24, 02003).
In some states, conjugal visits, family visitation or family reunion programs are
allowed for inmates. These are extended visiting periods that typically last from one to
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three days depending on the state. The visits usually include spouses, children or
parents of the inmate (Gordon & McConnell, 1999). There are only a few states that
allow conjugal visits, some of which are: California, Connecticut, Mississippi, New
Mexico, New York and Washington (Wilkinson and Unwin, 1999). The issue of conjugal
visits has long been a topic of debate in the United States because many people believe
it is questionable whether or not the visits are actually beneficial to the inmate. Many
prison officials object on a moral basis and suggest that conjugal visits in correctional
facilities are nothing more than legalized prostitution. In addition, there are security
concerns as conjugal visits allow privacy between the woman and the inmate and
contraband may be exchanged or escapes planned. There is also the issue of whether
or not the state and tax payers should assume the burden of supporting a child
conceived from a conjugal visit (Gordon & McConnell, 1999).
On the other side of the debate, conjugal visits are said to bring families closer,
decrease inmates' prison culture attitude and improve post release behavior. Research
has shown that participants in family visitation have improved disciplinary records.
Incarceration puts a strain on the family of an inmate and in turn punishes the family of
the inmate. Family visits allow the women to engage in family activities such as
cooking, reading and discussing family issues with their spouse. The visits also allow
the children to feel reassured and not harbor negative and guilty feelings toward the
inmate (Gordon & McConnell, 1999).
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Legal Issues
Prison visitation and marriage policies have been the subject of many lawsuits.

In one notable New York court case, Richard Langone requested permission to be
married while he was serving a life sentence. The Department of Corrections denied
his request stating that a person sentenced to life in prison was considered "civilly dead"
and did not have the right to marry. Langone filed suit against the Department of
Corrections stating that he had the right to marry based on the equal protection and due
process clauses of the United States Constitution. The lawsuit further stated that the
Department of Corrections' directive placed an impermissible infringement on the
unmarried prisoner's fundamental right to marry. Langone eventually won his case with
the court ruling that the Department of Corrections was enjoined from enforcing
unconstitutional provisions of the regulations (Langone, 1989).
In another court case, a corrections officer named Nancy Summers met Mitch
Keeney while he was in an Indiana correctional facility. The couple became
romantically involved and she began visiting him regularly. When the prison supervisor
discovered the relationship, Summers told him that she and Keeney planned to marry.
The supervisor told Summers that she had to give up Keeney or lose her job pursuant
to the regulation forbidding employees from becoming involved socially with inmates.
She resigned, married Keeney and then filed a lawsuit against the supervisor, among
others, stating that forcing her to choose between her job and marriage infringed on her
constitutional right to marry. The court ruled against her stating that she could become
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a "potential facilitator of unlawful communication between him and others and become a
provider of favored treatment to him." (Keeney, 1995, p. 2).
The above examples demonstrate that communication with, visitation with and
marriage to a prison inmate can be emotional and arduous tasks for women to endure

tor the sake of their loved ones. The Department of Corrections' rules and regulations
and the State's laws do not make it easy for a couple to carry on a normal relationship,
let alone get married. The trauma caused by the difficulties of communicating with and
attempting to visit a prison inmate along with the inability of a couple to have a normal
relationship can lead to the pains of imprisonment.
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Chapter 4 - Pains of Imprisonment
Once the newness of a relationship has subsided for inmate/outsider couples,
the pains of imprisonment set in for both the women and the inmates. The women and
the inmates involved in relationships suffer from their own varieties of problems
because of these relationships. However, there are ways for both women and inmates
to cope with the inconveniences and heartache that occurs. This chapter discusses the
pains of imprisonment from the women's perspective and the inmates' perspective and
shows different mechanisms for coping with the distress involved for an inmate/outsider
couple.
The Women's Perspective
For women involved in relationships with prison inmates, the problems seem to
outweigh the benefits of the relationships . Visitation is a humiliating and arduous task.
Some of the women have to travel many miles for visitation and are not given the time
or freedom to interact with their husbands (Carlson & Cervera, 1992). When entering a
prison, security is always an issue. If one of the women has worn an underwire bra she
has to remove it because the underwire could be used as a weapon. The women suffer
additional degradation as they are not allowed to change a tampon without a guard
present because they could be carrying contraband in the tampon. In addition, couples
have to control their behavior because women are not allow to sit on the inmate's lap no
hands under the clothing is permitted (Silverman, 2001 ).
The women long for the day when their husband will be released from prison.
However, for many women, the lack of physical and sexual contact takes the pressure
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off them. The women are in charge of the relationship and the inmates are dependent
on them. Some of the women 's emotional and psychological needs are met because
they feel that their husband is a good listener since he is a captive audience. The
couples have an intellectual relationship and the inmate appreciates her for something
more than sex. Even though many of these couples never have sex, most of these
women remain faithful to their inmate husbands (Isenberg, 2000).
Jodie Sinclair is a successful business woman who has been married to a death
row/life sentence inmate for 22 years. Jodie states that the worst thing about being
married to an inmate is the sexual hunger and inability to be close with her husband and
because of that she feels punished (Coane & Braverman, 2003). What the women miss
is having someone to talk to, do things with, feel a bond with and to share their lives.
Some of the women feel that the sexual longing is secondary to the physical and
emotional closeness. The women have a "service wife syndrome," which occurs when
they adjust so well to the man's absence that they can survive better without him than if
he were at home (Girshick, 1996, p. 32).
Some of the wives give up family and friends so they can visit their spouses in
prison as often as possible. They also suffer from the harsh reactions of their
communities for being the spouse of a prisoner. They can be fired from their jobs, lose
housing, be rejected by friends, family and church and be the subject of gossip. Some
of these women are called prison groupies or prison whores and are stereotyped as
women who are unattractive and cannot get a man on the outside. When the family
objects to her choice of mate, some women become more determined than ever to
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marry the inmate. This can occur when they are disowned and ostracized by their
families, they identify more with the inmate. (Friskics-Warren, 1994).
spouses of inmates also live with the stigma that they are guilty by association.
some people believe that since her husband is a criminal then she is also a criminal
(Isenberg, 2000). Due to her husband's incarceration, she may feel shamed,
discredited and devalued by her husband's offenses. Family and friends of the women
react by giving these women "pitying smiles, silent reproaches, numerous questions,
shocked responses, shock, disgust, curiosity, pity and fear" and wonder why they would
choose such a man (Girshick, 1996, p. 37). Family and friends may also consider the
inmate a depraved, permanent loser with no redeeming qualities and urge her to leave
him. However, many of these women believe they can make the marriage work despite
all odds, and the lack of family support does not deter these women from pursuing their
liaison with an inmate (Girshick, 1996). However, in some cases, the women give up on
their relationships because they get tired of doing all the work and want to get paid back
for their kindnesses (Duck, 1991 ).
The stress of separation, lack of support, lack of privacy, inadequate
communication, social stigma, financial hardship, loneliness and degradation that these
women endure take an enormous toll on the inmate/outsider relationships . These
women go through much trauma and life altering experiences when they are married to
or involved with an inmate. On the other hand, the inmates undergo their own sorts of
pain and misery due to their incarceration.
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The Inmate's Perspective

-

While the women in a relationship seem to suffer the brunt of the pains of

imprisonment, the inmates also bear the ir own brand of heartache because of their
relationships with women on the outside. Inmates feel the loss of their liberty, privacy,
security, deprivation of services and goods, frustration from lack of sexual activity and
feel painful isolation and the loss of emotional relationships. They are cut off from
family and friends and are confined to a small prison cell for many hours a day (Sykes,
1958). One inmate is quoted as saying "The worst thing about prison is you have to live
with other prisoners." (Sykes, 1958, p. 121).
When an inmate is involved with a woman on the outside it makes them feel like
they have a friend, supplier of money, food, gifts and sometimes contraband .
Companionship makes the inmates feel good about themselves and they feel human
again. Depending on the rules of the prison and level of security, the inmates may or
may not be allowed to receive clothes, reading material, radios , decorations, food or
money from their spouses. This can allow the inmate to feel that he has everything he
needs but his freedom . Since inmates are restricted in their movement, many of them
get married while they are incarcerated because they need help to meet their basic
needs of financial support and security (Carlson & Cervera, 1992; Friskics-Warren,
1994). Having a stable relationship with a woman on the outside can have a positive
influence on a parole board and become an important factor for his release. Getting out
of prison is all that counts to an inmate (Isenberg, 2000).
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some inmates agree that it is harder to do the time if they love someone on the
outside as it makes the time go more slowly. It is also hard to do time because the
inmates are afraid a "Jody" will take their woman away from them (Friskics-Warren,
1994, p. 28). A Jody is prison language meaning a man who takes care of an inmate's
wife while he is incarcerated . Some inmates also call him "Sancho" (Mudica, 2001 ).
What also causes great tension for the inmates is jealousy because they fear their
wives will grow tired of the situation and leave them. Also, the inmates like to have a
spouse on the outside so they can feel they have someone in their corner (Girshick,
1996).
Coping Mechanisms

To help pass time, many men get their high school diplomas or become jailhouse
lawyers. Others become born-again Christians to help redeem themselves for their sins
against society (Isenberg, 2000). Still other inmates begin romances with women on
the outside because courting seems to ease the pains of being in prison (Girshick,
1996). In order to reduce the pains of imprisonment, inmates and their spouses can
develop support systems and methods of coping with the stress of inmate/outsider
relationships. These are necessary because over 50% of prison marriages end in
divorce (Friskics-Warren, 1994). This rate of divorce is higher than the national average
of 49% (World Divorce Statistics, 1996).
In order to cope with their loved one's incarceration, some women get support
from prisoner's families , some get support from other prisoner's wives and some join
religious organizations (Girshick, 1996). Women who maintain the support of their own
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families fair better in these situations than the women who have been shunned by their
familY (Carlson & Cervera, 1992). To help the woman's family understand her
relationship with the inmate, inmates should write letters, send cards or make phone
calls to their partner's family to win them over. The inmate's wife should try to get her
family to visit the inmate in prison as it is more difficult for the family to maintain
stereotypes about the inmate when they meet face-to-face (Friskics-Warren, 1994).
Another means of promoting a more stable relationship for an inmate/outsider
couple is through counseling. In some states, counseling is required before an inmate
and a woman can get married. Counseling encourages the couples to see the
relationship honestly and not be filled with dreams of love. The couples are encouraged
to make a commitment to each other and spend a lot of time talking so they can learn to
trust one another. One of the biggest roadblocks for prison marriages is honesty and
trust.
Another roadblock for prison marriage is summed up with the saying "you do the
time or the time does you" (Friskics-Warren, 1994, p. 5). This means you should go
with the flow or exhaust yourself swimming against the tide. If the time does you, it will
destroy your marriage. Let the time do itself and spend time and energy on your
relationship. What also helps a couple is if they share religious faith . This is shown to
make a marriage more stable, gives them shared meanings and values in life and gives
the relationship a stronger foundation to grow (Friskics-Warren, 1994).
Still another way for inmate/outsider couples to cope with stress is to join support
groups. One support group is the Family & Corrections Network that is an organization
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tor and about families of prisoners. They offer information about assistance for children
of prisoners, parenting programs, prison visiting, keeping in touch with family, inmates
returning to the community, the impact of the justice system and prison marriages
(www.fcnetwork.org, 2004 ).
Another support group for inmates and their families is Families Outside the
Walls. This website features "Fun Things to Do Together With Your Incarcerated Loved
One." This section on the website offers, in part: "Get your incarcerated loved one an email account; throw him a birthday party; put your perfume all over his letters; have a
writing (letter) marathon; and send pictures to him." (www.geocities.com/heartland/
flats/5661 , 2004 ).
This chapter has described how both the women and the inmates suffer from
their involvement in relationships. However, if they work at their commitment to each
other and find support to help them through the tough times, they can have strong
relationships despite the obstacles that stand in their way. The next section will provide
possible explanations as to why women become involved in relationships with
incarcerated men and why they bear the pains of imprisonment for the sake of their
relationships.
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SECTION II -WHY WOMEN BECOME INVOLVED
IN RELATIONSHIPS WITH INCARCERATED MEN
Chapter 5 - Psychology of Love

Understanding how women become involved in relationships with prison inmates
is not a difficult task. The more difficult inquiry is trying to understand why women
become involved with prison inmates. While various theories on the psychology of love
exist, the purpose of this paper is to examine maladaptive love styles, including
paraphilias and female-inmate relationships. While the women may consider their
inmate/outsider relationships to be normal, a comparison of normal love styles to
maladaptive love styles will indicate that these relationships more closely resemble the
latter.
This chapter also examines the link between abusive treatment during their
childhood and/or adult lives and their involvement in maladaptive relationships. The
abusive treatment can be physical, verbal, psychological or emotional. The abuse they
suffer can come from parents or husbands and may cause the women to adopt
maladaptive love styles.
Normal Love Styles

Normal, healthy love between a man and a woman involves sharing activities
and spending time together to create a relationship that is "multiplex instead of uniplex,"
or one-sided (Duck, 1991, p. 86). Couples work out a complementary system of doing
things, a give and take rapport. The notion of fairness and conflict resolution are also
important to sustain long-term relationships. However, some conflicts are beneficial as
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resolution of them can reaffirm each partner's faith in one another and brings them
closer (Duck, 1991 ).
Normal love styles include companionate love, which is defined as "the affection
we feel for those whom our lives are deeply entwined" (Sternberg & Barnes,1988, p. 6)
and consummate love, which is a complete love based on solid commitment. These
forms of love include more positive qualities than negative qualities. In companionate
love, the partners must be capable of independence and intimacy, and they must accept
each other as they are in order to experience a fulfilling, loving relationship (Sternberg &
Barnes, 1988). Companionate love allows lovers to see each other's faults and flaws,
weaknesses and needs. It flourishes on commitment and reason , not upswings of
irrational expectations (Isenberg, 2000). In consummate love, the partners are
considered the "perfect couple." (Sternberg, 1988, p. 128). It is an ideal love that can
weather the storms, and it is difficult to attain and even harder to keep (Sternberg,
1988).
Theories of normal love maintain that it should make people feel alive, feel
enhanced, rewarded , purposeful and believe in their partner's value and goodness. It
should inspire the partners and enhance their genuine love to their benefit, not to
escape from their desperation (Peele, 1988). The couples should feel joy, fulfillment
and gratification in interacting and being in each other's presence. Their loved one is
the embodiment of important personal values and a real or potential source of joy for
them (Branden, 1988).
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There is a belief that people choose and maintain relationships with people who
are as emotionally healthy as themselves. Some theorists believe this can begin with
the mother and child relationship. This interaction can lead to origin of love, capacity to
love and different strengths and weaknesses in a person's personality traits (Murnstein,
1988). Weaknesses in personality traits and ill-formed origins of love are factors that
may lead to maladaptive love styles.
A normal loving relationship is not possible for inmate/outsider couples because
they are not able to attain multiplex relationships. As stated above, the women usually
bear the burden of carrying the relationship as the inmate is dependent on her for
emotional and financial support. Also, their relationships can contain more negative
qualities than positive qualities. Their main means of communication is through letters.
Telephone calls can become very expensive. Visitation with an inmate is a rare
occurrence and when the women are able to visit, the experience is usually anything but
fulfilling. In addition, if the couples are allowed contact visits, they are few and far
between. These circumstances do not customarily engender a normal, loving
relationship.

Maladaptive Love Styles
Contrary to normal love styles are maladaptive love styles. Some believe that
women who are involved with inmates are experiencing maladaptive love (Cowan &
Kinder, 1986; Isenberg, 2000; Money, 1986). Therefore, these love styles can be used
to provide us with a better understanding as to why females become involved in intimate
relationships with incarcerated males. It has been theorized that the shortage of eligible
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men is also a reason for prison marriages. The stress of wanting love and not being
able to find a partner in the free world causes people to enter into these types of
unhealthy relationships (Friskics-Warren, 1994).
Many of the women involved with inmates experience romantic love. The
components of romantic love are intimacy, passion , physical and emotional attraction
(Sternberg, 1988). Female-inmate relationships contain the components of romantic
love because the women believe their man is wonderful in an idealistic, romanticized
way (Wakefield, 2000). Some women may find men who kill to be glamorous, romantic,
sexual and lovable and find them to be desirable. These women can fall madly in love
at the sound of her lover's voice over the telephone. The love they feel for their prison
lovers is similar to that of a hero in a romance novel. The women feel strong passion
and fantasize about a perfect love with a prison inmate (Isenberg, 2000).
While not considered maladaptive by some (Sternberg, 1988), romantic love
does not lead to a committed , mature and evolved type of relationship such as
companionate love or consummate love. Romantic love is characterized as causing
frustration and suffering. It is considered by some to cause false hope and to be
fundamentally wrong because it is immature and illusory (Branden, 1988). In romantic
love, the partners fantasize about their mate's ideal qualities that are often exaggerated
and they are blind to the other person's flaws. Another description for romantic love is
that the need to love is considered pathological or an addiction in which one partner
becomes increasingly dependent on that love as their only source of gratification.
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Romantic love can also be painful, incapacitating and undependable. (Murnstein, 1988;
peele, 1988).
Inmate/outsider relationships contain many of the characteristics of romantic
love. Women involved in relationships with prison inmates seek romantic love to bring
them excitement, drama and an escape from the pain and reality of an otherwise
mundane existence (Isenberg, 2000). The women go through limitless suffering and
are considered victims of love because they have no control over their feelings. Some
women fall madly in love just hearing the man's voice over the phone or visiting him for
the first time. They view the inmate as a romantic hero and excuse, forgive and
rationalize the inmate's criminal acts. The women describe their inmate partners as
caring, thoughtful, warm and funny (Isenberg, 2000).
In addition, another element of romantic love is that some women are drawn to
inmates because they are considered bad boys and they crave the superficial need for
novelty and danger. The women believe that these bad boys know how to please a
woman despite the inmate's bad reputation. The woman's perceptions are clouded
because of her emotional hunger and because the bad boy promises her romance and
love (Cowan & Kinder, 1986).
Women who feel romantic ties to prison inmates do not feel normal love such as
consummate and companionate love. They want romance and passion that is filled with
elation and despair, thrill and terror, positives and negatives and suffering (Isenberg,
2000). The characteristics of romantic love help to explain why women who are
involved with inmates have maladaptive love styles. To go a step farther, sexual
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paraphilias, which can be considered maladaptive, can also explain why women are
drawn to relationships with inappropriate men.

-

paraphelias
The theories of maladaptive love styles addressed in this section can also be

based on sexual paraphilias or aberrant sexual practices (Bijvoet, 1988; Bruce, 2002;
Brune, 2001 ; Gediman, 1995; Isenberg, 2000; Money, 1986). As defined by the
American Psychiatric Association, a paraphilia must meet two criteria: (A) the features
of a paraphilia are recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, urges or behaviors
that involve non-human objects, suffering or humiliation and children or non-consenting
persons; and (B) the behaviors, urges and fantasies cause significant distress or
impairment in social and occupational functioning (American Psychiatric Association,
Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders: DSM IV, 2000).
A paraphilia is also defined as follows :
A condition occurring in men and women of being compulsively responsive to
and obligatively dependent upon an unusual and personally or socially
unacceptable stimulus, perceived or in the imagery of fantasy, for optimal
initiation and maintenance of erotosexual arousal and the faci litation or
attainment of orgasm.
(Money, 1986, p. 267).
Women who are involved in maladaptive relationships with inmates meet the
DSM IV's and Dr. Money's criteria of having a paraphilia as it relates to their
relationsh ips with inmates. While some women downplay the need for sex, some have
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intense sexual fantasies that are recurrent, their relationships involve suffering and
humiliation, are perceived in fantasy and are socially unacceptable. There are four
paraphilias that may be applied to women involved with inmates, each of which is
examined below.
The first paraphilia that affects women involved with inmates is liebstod. This is
the German concept of worshiping death and literally means death-in-love or love-indeath or love's death. Liebstod was the subject of Celtic legend and an opera by
Richard Wagner call "Tristan and Isolde." This is a Romeo and Juliet style tale of love,
longing, betrayal and jealousy. When Tristan tragically dies, Isolde lays down next to
him and also dies. Themes of love and death are fantasies of the wish to die together
with your loved one. The couples cannot live without one another and liebstod is
considered the expression of perfect love. The lovers overcome insurmountable
obstacles, such as prison walls and disapproval, to prove their love and passion which
raises them to the status of ideal lovers (Bijvoet, 1988; Gediman, 1995; Isenberg, 2000).
Women involved with prison inmates show all the signs of liebstod. They are
swept away by uncontrollable love and they thrive on the challenge of making their
relationships work no matter what the impediment (Cowan & Kinder, 1986; Isenberg,
2000). The criminals they choose to fall in love with meet the liebstod criteria of death
as many of the inmates have caused another person's death and the ability to take
another human being's life is a sign of power in these women's eyes. Also, the women
seek out these intense liaisons with inmates for the excitement, challenge and to meet
the needs that cannot be met in a normal relationship (Isenberg, 2000).
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The second paraphilia exhibited by women involved with prison inmates is
stockholm Syndrome, also known as survival identification syndrome, common sense
syndrome, transference (Fuselier, 1999); traumatic bonding, terror bonding (Graham, et
al., 2001 ); and brainwashing or identifying with the aggressor (Money, 1986).
Stockholm Syndrome is defined as "The formation of an emotional bond between
captors and hostages if the two parties are in close relationships under stressful
conditions for a long time . .. It encompasses being profoundly grateful to the captor(s)
for allowing the captive(s) to live and being spared great bodily harm." (Corsini, 2002,
p. 949). The term Stockholm Syndrome was coined when on August 23, 1973, armed
men robbed a bank in Stockholm, Sweden. They took four bank employees as
hostages for 5 1/2 days. During this time the hostages began to display a strange
association with the captors. They began to identify with the kidnappers and fear
anyone who might rescue them (Brusca, 2003).

j

I

Stockholm Syndrome is considered a paraphilia as it occurs when one partner in
a relationship recruits the other into their paraphilia as a by-product of falling in love. It
is also a partner's paraphilic power over the other and they become bonded to that
partner as an accomplice (Money, 1986). The components of Stockholm Syndrome
are: (i) victim feels their survival is threatened; (ii) victim perceives kindness from
captor; (iii) victim is isolated from others who may have a different view of captor; and
(iv) victim believes the only means of escape is to win over captor (Graham, et al.,
2001 ).
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In analyzing Stockholm Syndrome as a paraphilia and as it relates to
Inmate/outsider couples, it may exist as follows. First, a woman's emotional survival
depends on winning the love of the inmate (captor) (Cervantes, 1986; Cowan & Kinder,
1986; Friskics-Warren, 1994; Isenberg, 2000; Wakefield, 2000). Second, the woman
receives kindness and love from the inmate (Isenberg, 2000). Third, in many situations,
the woman becomes alienated and isolated from family and friends who disapprove of
her relationship with the inmate (Girshick, 1996). Fourth, she is unable to escape as
she sympathizes and relates more and more to the inmate, and is held hostage by the
overwhelming love she feels for the inmate (captor) (Cowan & Kinder, 1986; Isenberg,
2000; Murnstein, 1988).
The third paraphilia associated with inmate/outsider couples is hybristophilia.
The definition of hybristophilia is: "Being sexually attracted to a sex partner who is a
criminal." (Corsini, 2002, p. 456). The term is derived from the Greek hybrizein, which
means to commit an outrage against someone. This is also called "Bonnie and Clyde
Syndrome" (Money, 1986, p. 56) named after the famous couple, Clyde Barrow and
Bonnie Parker, who robbed banks and murdered many people in the early 1930s
throughout the United States (FBI history, 2004 ). Hybristofiles are sexually aroused by
a predatory partner who has committed heinous crimes. "The relationship between the
hybristophile and the criminal may actually begin in the prison where the offender is
serving time, and the partner is a visitor." (Money, 1986, p. 56). This characterization
fits inmate/outsider couples because many women who are involved with inmates do
not meet their mates until after they are in prison. This is certainly true for serial killer
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groupies and prison groupies because they actively seek out relationships with inmates,
in particular serial killers because they are the most dangerous and notorious (Bruce,
2002; Hickey, 2002; Isenberg, 2000; Linedecker, 1993).
The final paraphilia is erotomania. It is also identified as Clerambault's syndrome
or Clerambault-Kandinsky syndrome which is defined as: "A psychotic form of
erotomania. . . A delusion in which a person falls in love with an unattainable other who
is believed to not only reciprocate the love but also to control the mind or even the life of
the person." (Corsini, 2002, p. 170). The elements of this paraphilia are that it affects
mostly women who are inclined to get involved in unsatisfactory relationships, they are
fixated on a single love object and they will remain true or faithful to their man (Brune,
2001 ). Erotomania also causes women to fixate on someone who is unattainable and
she becomes totally under his control (Money, 1986)
Women involved in relationships with inmates meet the definition of having
erotomania as they pursue relationships with men who are physically unattainable,
especially the men serving life sentences or who are on death row. The women remain
faithful to their men (Fishman, 1990; Hickey, 2002; Isenberg, 2000). The inmates have
control over the women by providing them with the love and acceptance they seek that
they cannot find on the outside (Isenberg, 2000; Peele, 1988).
To reiterate , support was found for the theory that women who become involved
in relationships do not exhibit normal love styles, but instead seen to acquire
maladaptive love styles. Evidence was found to express that their maladaptive love
styles could be caused by certain paraphilias. Research was also found that may
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indicate that women involved with prison inmates meet the criteria listed above for
maladaptive loves styles and paraphilic behaviors when it comes to choosing a mate. A
look into the backgrounds and upbringing of women who become involved in
relationships with prison inmates will provide evidence as to how they may have
acquired the maladaptive love styles and paraphilic behaviors.
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Chapter 6 - Backgrounds of the Women
Maladaptive love styles and paraphilias may explain why women become
involved in unsuitable relationships. However, a look into some of the women's
backgrounds and upbringing may illustrate how they acquired maladaptive love style~
and paraphilias. Research provided some evidence that women with abusive and
dysfunctional backgrounds tend to become involved in what most people would
consider inappropriate relationships.
In general, women who become involved with incarcerated men were previously
in problematic marriages and experienced alcoholism, drug abuse, violence, infidelity
and sexual deviance within their family unit. Some women with histories of emotional,
physical and sexual abuse become involved with violent criminals as they are
guaranteed safety within a relationship with an inmate as generally physical contact is
restricted and they can communicate by phone and mail insuring that she will not be
hurt again (Fishman, 1990; Lindecker, 1993). One study found that 80% of women who
participate in prison support groups were abused physically, sexually or emotionally
during their lives (Friskics-Warren, 1996). Even though some of the women are young
and pretty, some experts believe that they are attracted to inmates because they have
poor self esteem brought on by an abusive childhood. Unlike in their childhood, these
women can control the relationships with men in prison . They decide when to visit and
when to walk away. They also feel attracted to someone who is worse off than they
have been in their lives (Cervantes, 1986). Some women come from families where
they are considered bad or an outcast and they rebel against their families by getting
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Involved with inappropriate men. They grow up with abusive fathers and passive
mothers and go from one disastrous and abusive marriage to another where the
husband is an alcoholic and abuses the spouse and the children (Isenberg, 2000).
Some of the women who love killers come from severely dysfunctional and
abusive backgrounds that can cause them to suffer from what is called soul murder.
soul murder is also known as psychic murder or battered child syndrome. Soul murder
occurs when a helpless and dependent child endures chronic and repetitive abuse,
torture, rape, neglect, indifference and withheld love from their parents. These events
can be too overwhelming for the child to bear so the child suppresses their ability to feel
love, trust and happiness. These children live in a fantasy world and are in denial of the
abuse. Soul murder can cause anger, depression and lowered self-esteem. When a
child suffers from neglect, they are deprived of the attention they need to fulfill their
emotional needs. As adults, the women seek that missing attention and find it with an
inmate who lavishes her with praise and love. This can lead them into illusory
relationships with inappropriate men because they are unable to feel real love and
fantasize about romantic relationships with their inmate lovers (Isenberg, 2000; Painter,
1995; Shengold, 1989).
No scientific studies were located to substantiate the premise that women
practice maladaptive love styles as a result of past abuse and maltreatment. However,
information was found that indicated that there is an association between women who
acquired maladaptive loves styles and who have suffered from past abuse. Case
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studies are necessary to provide substantiation as to how women's backgrounds may
cause them to become involved in relationships with prison inmates.
Asha Bandele, a poet and author, married an inmate named Rashid, who was in
prison for life for 2 nd degree murder. She came from a troubled background. Asha was
raped when she was 14 years old by an older man. After that, she attempted suicide by
cutting

~er wrists

and taking pills. She began to abuse drugs and alcohol to the point

where she would pass out and in her intoxicated state she would pick up strange men.
During that time she considered herself to be a bad student and often skipped school.
Asha fell in love with Rashid because she fell in love with the man, not the inmate. She
became involved with Rashid because she was getting divorced and was lonely and
looking for open love. She loved Rashid because she considered him a victim and
because he also accepted and respected her (Bandele, 1999).
Another case involved Danny Rolling, a serial killer who is on death row in
Florida. Danny had a girlfriend named Lillian who came from an abusive background.
Her father beat her mother and the children. Lillian did not think of Danny as a convict.
Danny had killed his father and Lillian believed that Danny did this in self-defense and
that he was innocent. Lillian considered Danny to be a really nice guy and a
"gentlemanly misfit." (Philpin & Donnelly, 1994, p. 255).
In yet another case, in her book Women Who Love Men Who Kill, Sheila
Isenberg interviewed a woman named "Teddi." Teddi came from a family where her
father neglected her. She was married at a young age to an alcoholic man who beat
her regularly. When Teddi tried to leave her husband , he kidnapped her, beat her and
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left her for dead. She finally divorced that husband only to get involved with another
alcoholic man who not only abused her, but beat her children until they were
unconscious. Teddi later went on to become involved with a prison inmate (Isenberg,

2000).
Evidence has been provided to validate the theory that women who come from
abusive backgrounds tend to become involved in maladaptive types of relationships.
Women who come from abusive and dysfunctional families may tend to choose
inappropriate relationships with prison inmates because they feel safe from abuse, they
have poor self esteem or they want to rebel against their family. Case studies further
substantiated accounts where women were abused as children or adults and then went
on to become involved with incarcerated men.
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion
Discussing how and why women become involved in relationships with
incarcerated men were proven to be important and interesting topics to research. The
topics were found to be controversial as well as thought provoking. While scientific
studies were not located for this project, significant information was obtained to
substantiate the theories discussed above. Overall, evidence suggests that women
who have relationships with incarcerated men are qualitatively different from other
women and that their relationships are not considered normal by most accounts. In
order to discover why women become involved with incarcerated men, the question of
how women become involved with incarcerated men had to be answered first.
How women become involved in relationships with incarcerated men was not a
novel or difficult phenomenon to establish. Women meet inmates by traditional
methods such as through friends or family, through newspaper or magazine personal
ads, through their jobs or while sitting on a jury, to name a few. The more popular and
modern means of meeting a prison inmate is through internet prison pen pal websites.
This method was shown to be easy and inexpensive. There are a multitude of these
personal ad websites for inmates and even though the inmates are not allowed access
to the internet, they do receive responses to their ads through the mail.
Communicating with an inmate can be a challenging task. Writing letters is the
least complicated means of communication. Telephone calls become expensive and
visitation with an inmate is most problematic. Visiting an inmate in a correctional facility
is not usually a pleasant experience because of the many rules and regulations
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sanctioned by the Department of Corrections. Marriage policies for inmates are also
strictly regulated to the point where some couples are not permitted to become married.
Because of all the trials and tribulations inmate/outsider couples endure, they
suffer from the pains of imprisonment. The women have to undergo strict security
checks when entering the prison, and in most prisons, the couples are never allowed to
consummate their relationships. The inmates suffer from loss of their freedom, lack of
relationships and loss of financial support. There are ways for the couples to cope
through counseling and support groups that help to ease the pains of imprisonment.
The more difficult concept to substantiate was why women become involved in
relationships with incarcerated men. One possible theory is that the women became
involved in inappropriate relationships because they adopt maladaptive love styles
instead of normal love styles. Normal love styles are beneficial to both partners while
maladaptive love styles stem from fantasy and illusory ideas of romance.
Another possible theory to explain why women choose unsuitable relationships is
that they may suffer from paraphilias. Evidence of liebestod, Stockholm Syndrome,
hybristophilia and erotomania was found to support the theory that women who
experience these paraphilias tend to become involved in unhealthy affiliations with men
who are in prison.
In order to explain how women acquire maladaptive love styles and paraphilias, a
look at their backgrounds and childhoods was explored. Information was found to
confirm that women who came from dysfunctional and abusive families might acquire
maladaptive love styles and paraphilias due to emotional and psychological abuse,
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which may lead them into liaisons with prison inmates. It was further shown that
because of their involvement with prison inmates, these women were qualitatively
different in a negative manner.
The topics of how and why women become involved in relationships with
incarcerated men is a subject that merits further study in order to explain this
phenomenon to the general public. In order to substantiate the theories and evidence
presented, scientific studies need to be conducted to further substantiate the
conclusions reached in this project. Surveys and interviews of the women and their
inmate spouses should to be conducted in order to have more definitive answers as to
how and why women become involved with incarcerated men.
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TABLE2
Characteristics of Male Inmates in Florida
Who Subscribe to Prison Pen Pal Websites
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TABLE 1
Features of Prison Pen Pal Websites
WEBSITE
Cell Pals
The Pampered
Prisoner
Surviving the System
Friends Beyond the
Wall

PRICE RANGE
$11.95- $75.00
$20.00-$40.00

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION
1-2 years
1 year

$25.00 donation
$29.95 - $69.95

1 year
1-5 years

(www.cellpals.com, 2003; www.thepamperedprisoner.com, 2003;
www.survivingthesystem.com, 2003; www.friendsbeyondthewall.com, 2003)

TABLE2
Characteristics of Male Inmates in Florida
Who Subscribe to Prison Pen Pal Websites
WEBSITE

RACE OF INMATES

Cell Pals

26 White, 17 African
American, 4 Hispanic
22 White, 9 African
American, 3 HisQanic
15 White, 9 African
American
27 White, 6 African
American , 3 Hispanic

The Pampered
Prisoner
Surviving the
System
Friends Beyond
the Wall

# ON DEATH ROW
16

#WITH LIFE
SENTENCE
24

14

20

14

10

15

21

(www.cellpals.com, 2003; www.thepamperedprisoner.com, 2003;
www .su rvivingthesystem. com, 2003; www.friendsbeyondthewall.com , 2003;
www.dc.state.fl.us, 2003).
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Cell Pals!
P.O. Box 1594
Montgomery, Texas 77356

By using CeiiPals YOU agree to hold CeiiPals and its owner, and employees harmless
from all costs, damages, liabilities, and attorney fees resulting from advertisements and
results of this service. In no event will Cell Pals be responsible for any accidental,
consequential, exemplary, or other damages arising from or relating to your use of this
service. The ads placed on Cell Pals! are written by the inmates and we are only the
means by which their ads are published. We at Cell Pals! accept no responsibility for the
accuracy of any content found within these pages. The appropriate safeguards should
be used in communicating with any person(s) that you may meet through this service.
By using this service, you agree to not hold us responsible for any costs, liabilities,
attorney's fee or damages that you may incur. To use this service you must be at least
18 years of age. CeiiPals urges you to use caution when using any interpersonal
services on the internet. Cell Pals reserves the right to refuse service and remove from
Cell Pals services at anytime anyone for any reason deemed appropriate by CeiiPals
management. Abuse will not be tolerated. All sites are, and will remain, the property of
CeiiPals. Any media who use names listed on this service, without permission from the
person who's name is being used, accept all legal consequences of such actions.
Cell Pals DOES NOT give permission for the media to obtain any names from these
listings. By following any link on http://www.cellpals.com, or any other pages within
CeiiPals, you have agreed to these terms.

I
I

(www.cellpals.com, 2003).
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Friends Beyond The Wall, Inc.
Poughkeepsie Plaza
2600 South Road, Suite 44-244
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-7004
Hello ... and welcome to a truly special and unique prisoner pen pal web site! We were created to be of help to
prisoners (reaching out for new friends through our pen pal and friendship service) as well as creating Composite
Magic Photos for their families (see below on this page for photo info!)
We offer the newest features, and an easy-to-navigate web site for our visitors!
From our Photo Showcase Gallery, to our Search Express Database (where you can search for new friends based·on
YOUR search criteria, to Email Express which offers you the ability to see the person you're writing to WHILE you're
sending them a letter, we are different than any other prisoner pen pal web site in existence today.
We receive thank you letters every day from prisoners (and those who write them), to let us know that the service we
offer truly makes a difference in their lives. Many times mail is from the outside, from people who are surprised they
had been affected so positively, when the initial goal was to help someone else
Your reaching out in a small way can make such a big difference in the life of a prisoner. We hope you find a new
friend today and that your life will become richer as well.
Receiving mail from a friend who cares is the highlight of the day for most prisoners. It lets them know they have not
been forgotten . Your support and encouragement can sometimes make all the difference in someone's road to
rehabilitation. Knowing that someone believes in them is what most lacked on the street.
Do not be hesitatant if you find someone you would like to write. Most inmates are lonely, and almost all have lost all,
or most contact, with family and friends on the outside after just two or three years in prison, and are desparately in
need of a special friend and a bridge to the outside world.
Most are honest about what they are looking for; however, use good judgement and common sense, just as you
would with anyone in the street.
Some pen pals have elected to be placed in new photo backgrounds for their pen pal ads to make their ad most
presentable.
Inmates have been notified that any intentional abuse of their ad, which can be verified, will result in immediate
termination of their ad. Friends Beyond The Wall, Inc., reserves the right to refuse service and/or remove their ad at
any time, if the purpose does not coincide with our goals (promoting a positive connection for friendship and
rehabilitation).
You understand you are corresponding with an inmate, and by using the Friends Beyond The Wall, Inc., Pen Pal
Service, you agree to hold Friends Beyond The Wall, its owner, and employees without fault, and without blame,
regarding any and all correspondence between yourself and inmates.
By entering the Pen Pal section of the web site, you acknowledge and agree to the information above and that you
are at least 18 years of age.
Thank you!

(www.friendsbeyondthewall.com, 2003).
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DISCLAIMER
These stories are for viewing only. They are copyrighted material and are not to be reproduced. If you
wish to use this material for reasons other than the intended purpose, you must first contact us at:
Surviving the System, Inc.
Recovery Guide
PO Box 1860
Ridgeland, MS. 39158
or
tlister@survivingthesystem.org
In turn, we will attempt to contact the original author for their permission.
WARNING! Some of the following material is graphic! I believe it can only help if the truth is told.
The testimonials you are about to read have been given freely. The webmaster has no way of knowing
whether the information given is true.
Disclaimer. . . You must READ & AGREE to this before entering site.
SurvivingTheSystem.org (STS) and all of their associates have not investigated & accept no responsibility for the
truth or accuracy of any statement made by advertisers and respondents. The owner/publisher neither condones,
endorses, or condemns the opinions or issues addressed in the following materials. We highly recommend that you
take appropriate safeguards communicating with the people you meet through our website(s). We recommend that
when corresponding with an inmate, that you use a PO Box as a return address. There are many good people
incarcerated but there are also those with the intentions to scam.
In advertising with us, or responding to any testimonial, YOU Agree to hold SurvivingTheSystem.com and its owners,
employees and agents harmless from all costs, liabilities, damages and attorneys fees, resulting from or caused by
any reply to such advertisements.
In choosing to place a personal testimonial with SurvivingTheSystem.com, please understand that you and other
providers of information are the publishers of the information contained in SurvivingTheSystem.com. We are not the
publishers of such information, we simply provide the space for you to place your testimonial on the Internet.
In no event will SurvivingTheSystem.com be responsible for any incidental, accidental, consequential, exemplary or
other damages arising from or relating to your use of this website. By using/viewing Surviving The System (STS),
YOU agree to hold STS and its owner, and employees harmless from all costs, damages, liabilities, and attorney fees
resulting from advertisements/testimonials and results of this service.
There are additional methods in locating information on inmates. Please see our "Corrections Facility" link to find the
location of the inmate that you are
searching for. Some facilities have inmate locator services available.
STS reserves the right to refuse service and remove from STS services at anytime anyone for any reason deemed
appropriate by STS management. Abuse will not be tolerated. All sites are, and will remain, the property of STS. Any
media who use names listed on this service, without permission from the person whose name is being used, accept
all legal consequences of such actions. STS DOES NOT give permission for the media to obtain any names from
these listings or copy and replicate the content/testimonials of the site. By following any link on
http://www.SurvivingTheSystem.com, or any other pages within STS, you have agreed to these terms.

(www.survivingthesystem.com, 2004 ).
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APPENDIX C
INTERNET PRISON PEN PAL WEBSITES FOR MEN
www.geocities.com/captivepenpals/
Captive Pen Pals
www.christian-penpals.com/bilindex. htm
Christian Pen Pals
www.confinedpenpals.com
Confinedpenpals
www.cyberspace-inmates.com
Cyberspace-Inmates
www.docspenpals.com
DOC's Prison Pen Pals
http://members.tripod .com/-fapenpals/fa .html
FA Pen Pals
www.patrickcrusade.org/pen_pals.htm
Fallen Angels
Faith to Faith Friends
www .f2ff.com
www.friendsonbothsides.com
Friends on Both Sides
Hearts Behind Bars
www.heartsbehindbars.com
Inmate Classified
www.inmate.com
Inmate Connections
www.inmate-connections.com
www.inmatehearts.com
Inmate Hearts
www.inmatemail.us
inmatemail. us
www.ironhouse.nl/
lronhouse Pen Pal Service for
American Indian Prisoners
Jail Dudes
www.jaildudes.com
www.geocities.com/dohneli/jailmail/
Jail Mail
www.lighthouseofhope.com
Lighthouse of Hope and Friendships
www .lonelyprisoner. net
Lonely Prisoner
Love Inside the Walls
www.LovelnsidetheWall@groups.msn.com
Meet-an-lnmate.com
www.meet-an-inmate. com
Most Wanted Outlaws Online
www .outlawsonline.com
Penned Pals
www.pennedpals.com
Pen Pals-n-Prison .com
www.pen pals-n-prison .com
Prisonerlife.com
www.prisonerlife.com
www.prisoninmates.com
Prison Inmates
www.prisonerwrites.com
Prisoner Writes
Prison Pen Pals
www.prison-penpals.com
www.prisonpenpals.com
Prison Pen Pals
www.compusmart.ab.ca/deadmantalking/penpals.htm
Prison Pen Pals
www.prisonersoflove.com
Prisoners of Love
www.reachingbeyondthewalls/penpals. htm
Reaching Beyond the Walls
www.surrogatesisters.com
Surrogate Sisters
www.transcendthewalls.net
Transcend the Walls
www.voices-from-inside.de/
Voices From Inside
www.worldwidefriends.org
Worldwide Friends
http://writeaprisoner.com
Write a Prisoner
(www.google.com, 2003).
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